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Abstract:
This paper presents a method of constraining physically-based deformable objects. In this method, an
object can be defined locally in terms of kinetic and dynamic (mass, position, speed), and physical
parameters (compressibility, elasticity, motor functioning) . Several problems are solved: constant volume
deformation, displacement constraints (fixed or moving required positions), and real object modelling. An
object is described by a set of mass points on its contour. The evolution algorithm runs in two phases
dealing successively with forces and constraints (which are presented as reaction forces).
The main contribution of the method is the control of object volumes during evolution. We define a
function that explicitly gives the inside volume of an object in order to use it as a constraint. Thus, the
volume can be kept exactly constant during deformation without using an iterative process, in opposition
to lagrangian approaches. Some results are illustrated by examples at the end of the paper.

Keywords: Dynamic simulation, constant volume, physically-based modelling, constraint, deformable
models, shape memory, elasticity.

1 Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Our simulation attempts to realistically simulate respiratory movements in order to be an educational and a
medical tool. Our aim is to develop an anatomical and functional model of the evolutions of the human
trunk structures during respiration. The most critical part in the respiration simulation is the abdomen and
diaphragm set since these parts are active deformable bodies. The abdomen is an incompressible deformable
object which has a rest position (due to its surrounding muscles and to the pelvis and spine skeleton). It can
be compared to a balloon full of water surrounded by an elastic membrane.
Such a simulation should run on segmented data from medical imaging systems and computations should be
fast enough. In our study, we want to simulate a complex deformable 3D object from: anatomical data,
functional data (passive and active, normal or pathological mechanical properties), and particular situations or
scenarii (like body position or motion). In a computer model, we can express these as topological parameters
and constraints on the objects of the simulation. Thus, we need an adaptative dynamic model that can be
over-constrained (for example, set position constraints and/or constant volume constraints). We describe here
a physically-based model that manages multiple constraints and takes into account our particular needs.
1.2 Related work
Physically-based models are well suited to simulate natural motion and flexible elastic objects ([Ter87]
[Ter89]). Given a small amount of description data, complex motions can be generated using dynamics laws.
Because of the lack of direct control in the object positionning or trajectory, the need for constraining the
objects of the scene rapidly appears.
* iMAGlS is a joint project of CNRS, INRIA, INPG and UJF
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In [Pla88], three methods of constraining flexible models are presented: reaction constraints, penalty methods
and augmented lagrangian methods. Reaction constraints combine the projection method and dynamics. It is
the only method that exactly fulfills the constraints. No extra differential equation is required. The authors
explore constrained minimization methods (like the use of lagrangian multiplier) and adapt them to the
flexible object simulation problem. Such a simulation is described in terms of differential equation systems
(like in [Ter87]). Augmented lagrangian adds a term to the differential equation systems. A constraint is
exactly met when this term is null. The procedure consists in progressively finding a minimum.
Three main approaches can also be found to constrain physically-based articulated rigid bodies. In [Bar88],
rigid bodies are composed of simple objects (like rods) connected together by geometric constraints. Reaction
forces are computed by solving differential equations. [Van9 1] presents another iterative approach: the
distinction is made (like in [Gas94]) between constraint forces and external forces. [Van91] solves a set of
equations where constraints are taken into account by iteratively calculating the yielding constraint forces.
[Gas94] avoids an explicit computation of these forces by iteratively tuning the solid positions.
Our approach consists in discoupling normal "finite" forces and constraint forces, combined with the reaction
constraint approach. However, neither object energy nor differential equation systems are computed. Object
properties and constraints are only defined by forces. These forces are applied to each mass point that
composes the object. We avoid the use of time-consuming procedures (differential equations). We extend the
reaction constraint notion presented in [Pla88] to meet global and multiple constraints. All constraints that
can be defined as a region in the position or velocity space, and that are differentiable, can be used in our
method. This includes constant volume constraints, fixed or moving required position constraints, and predefined trajectory or velocity constraints.
Related work includes two somewhat different approaches: on one hand the spring-mass network approach
which can be constrained by adding local controlers [Jim93] [Del93], on the other hand a geometrically
designed model (not physically-based and using Free-Form Deformations, FFD) which iteratively minimizes
an error term to deal with the constant volume constraint [Aub95]. In [Rap95], the volume of a FFD using
Bézier solids is kept constant during interactive deformations. The algorithm iteratively minimizes the error
on constraints (constant volume and continuity of Bézier primitives) by using the lagrangian multiplier
method. The method presented in this paper can be applied in FFD modelling to solve the constraint
problem in only one iteration.
Section 2 of this paper develops our choice for the object model and the forces that make it move. In section
3, we explain with more details our resolution algorithm and how the constant volume constraints can be
exactly satisfied.

2 Model description
We describe our model in three parts: the first section deals with geometrical design, the second section
introduces dynamics in the model (masses, forces and simulation), the third section presents some force
examples (muscle contraction and elastic recall).

2.1 Geometrical description
Each object of the scene is represented by points that discretize the object contour. This allows for direct
control of shapes of objects. The main drawback may come from complex scenes. Despite this, the
simplification coming from the point discretization overcomes time-consuming problems.
Each vertex knows its neighbours. The surface of the object is defined by a triangular mesh. Thus, image
segmentation algorithms and reconstruction algorithms (see [Aya96], [Lac94]) can directly be used in a first
step as object modeler. We can also use 3D point acquisition systems [Fer94]. The use of triangles in order
to define our object external surface will largely simplify our constant volume constraint computations (see
section 3.4). The method can also be applied with objects defined by polygonal faces.

2.2 Dynamic
Physical dynamic descriptions are based on two basic notions: material points and forces that induce
movement. We describe here how these two notions are included in our model and present a first simulation
algorithm.
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2.2.1 Material points
A mass is assigned to each contour point, and dynamic forces will generate its movements. A given object is
, a
described by three vectors: a position vector (in euclidian space): X =
velocity vector:
and a mass vector: M =
The size of

X and

is 3n (where n is the number of points of the object). The size of the mass vector is n .

2.2.2 Forces
The evolution of an object in the scene depends on the forces that act on its mass points. Two types of
forces are modelled: external forces (like gravity field) and internal forces. Internal forces allow to describe
actual properties such as elasticity, motor functioning, and compressibility. The forces presented in this
section are finite forces, their directions and intensities are known. External and internal forces can be
classified in three categories:
forcefields: the force vector
is known on each object point (e.g. gravitation field) F =
;
locally applied forces: a particular force
(e.g. user manipulation) F =
is exerted on a
where point P
force point, induced by attractive positions: in this case, we only know the position
should be located. This position is fixed or moving. This kind of force is used to create point displacements
that minimize a distance (e.g. muscle contraction force). If P is the current point position in euclidean space
should be applied to point P . Thus, we
and
its attractive position, the force F =
create an elastic force so that P is attracted by
All forces act on mass points of the objects. The weight of each force parametrizes the model.

2.2.3 Simulation
The evolution of the objects is determined by integrating through time the forces applied to each mass point.
If no constraints are applied to mass points, the evolution algorithm is classic. At each time step, we
compute the sum of forces and we use the Euler integration scheme for equations of motion.
2.3 Forces envolved in our simulation
The simulation uses the following forces:
gravitational forces: on each point
(where
is the physical acceleration constant).
muscular force: in the diaphragm and the intercostal muscles, see section 2.3.1
shape memory force: to render elastic behaviours, see section 2.3.2.
Section 2.3.3 presents how attractive positions can help to control animation.

2.3.1 Muscular force
Our aim is not to develop a complete model of the muscle (as in [Che92]), but to simulate muscular
behaviour with our objects. Contraction is simply the diminution of the distance between a mass point and
some of its neighbours. The contraction direction determines which neighbours are used. In order to model
the muscular force, these neighbours are considered as attractive points. For each used neighbour point, we
to the mass point P.
is the
neighbour of P used in the
apply a force =
contraction. The weighting parameter
defines the tissue contraction. During the evolution of the
object, the use of this force stiffness
can increase or decrease muscle action.
2.3.2 Shape memory: elastic recall
The elastic properties of an object can be defined as its ability to come back in its original shape once
deformed. The shape is locally defined by using the position configuration of a given point P and its
neighbours (see figure 1). This configuration is used to define a local coordinate system. At each point, three
values characterize this local coordinate system:
and
We define a plane "close to" the neighbours
of P . This plane is called "the approximate neighbours plane".
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is the unit vector normal to the approximate neighbours
plane,
is a unit vector normal to
(therefore it is in the
approximate neighbours plane),
G is the isobarycenter of the neighbours of point P .
and
are determined once, at rest shape:
is the
angle between and
and a vector , and

,

the angle between

=

Figure 1: the local shape coordinate system
If the surface is exactly planar then
If
a special flag is set. This local coordinate system
is different from the classical spherical coordinate system because it is defined by the relative neighbour
positions (computing the inertia matrix of neighbour points is not required). During the simulation, the
local coordinate system can be used to determine
. This point is the ideal position for P in order to
the object is not locally deformed.
fit the rest state. If P =
We can always find this ideal position by computing :
(deducing
G from neighbouring positions,
,
and
This gives the shape memory force:
; P is attracted by
This model does not use a deformation energy like in [Ter87]. The elastic behaviour is locally
modelled by a force on each point. This force tends to put the point at its rest configuration. It verifies the
elasticity theory: it is null for a rigid displacement (in this case P =
The observed convergence is
better with our elastic shape memory than with springs linking each neighbouring point. The parameter
gives us an easy mean to model local properties of an object.

2.3.3 Animation control with attractive forces
The force generated by an attractive position gives a mean to handle animation control (path following or
key-frame guiding). A similar idea can be found in [Lam95]. At each time step, an ideal position can be
found on the path. A spring force is applied between this ideal position and the mass point P .

3. Constraints as reaction forces
As explained before, the model presented in section 2 has to be constrained to achieve our simulation goal.
This section explains how constraints can be added to our model.
Constraints can be applied to our deformable object by two means:
local constraint (applied on a point) :
- fixed or moving required positions : a point is nailed in the euclidean space or has to rigidly follow a path,
- enforced regions : a point has to stay in a given region of the space, but can freely move inside.
global constraint: a set of mass points of an object has to verify a given constraint. As we will see later, it
is the case for the constant volume constraint.
So far, we have shown how to generate finite forces on mass points, and how to compute the resulting
movement. Let us now examine how we can manage constraints. Section 3.1 gives a resolution algorithm
to solve constraints. Section 3.2 explains how the algorithm steps can be performed. Section 3.3 focuses on
multiple constraint handling. The last section (section 3.4) deals with a particularly interesting constraint:
the constant volume constraint.

3.1 Resolution algorithm

Constraints can be considered as non-quantified force components. For example, nailing a point at a position
in space can be considered as an elastic spring force between a geometric space point and a material point
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with a stiffness that avoids any movement. Even if a constraint can conceptually be considered as a reaction
force (see [Pla88]), the only thing to do is to compute the movement of mass points in order to verify the
constraints (see [Gas94]). In [Gas94][Van9 1] objects are articulated rigid bodies: their movements have to be
directly or indirectly decomposed in small displacements that iteratively verify the constraints. As our objects
are deformable, a solution can be directly found in only one step.
For each time step, the resulting processing algorithm can be decomposed as show in figure 2.

is an intermediate position that does not appear
on the screen. It is the position computed without
taking the constraints into account.
Finding a displacement vector
corresponding to a
constraint is equivalent to find the point that
minimizes the distance between
and the
constraint region (in position or velocity space). See
also section 3.2.
Figure 2: projection on constraint method and its resolution algorithm.
The time coherence in the loop is verified when
Thus, dealing with constraints does
not move the object too far from its previous position. If time coherence is not verified, the time step is
decreased. We explain in section 3.2 how the vector
can be found.
3.2 Finding

the projection vector

The vector
can be seen as a projection vector. Thus, our method belongs to the projection on constraint
function method. Every constraint that represents a region in the parameter space (position or velocity space)
can be computed like this. The constraint is exactly satisfied when we can find the nearest point from
in the constraint region. This is done by projecting
on the constraint region along the gradient vector
(see figure 2). In opposition to the lagrangian method where an approximate solution is found with a given
error after some iterations, our algorithm finds the exact solution of the constraint problem in one pass. The
only restriction is that the constraint function has to be differentiable.
Given some constraints, we must define the corresponding region in the position (or velocity) space. This
space (where
is the number of constrained points). In the remainder of this part, we will
space is a
consider a constraint applied in the position space on
points (a constraint applied to the velocity space
Y holds all the points subject to
can similarly be derived). Let Y be the position vector (which size is
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a given constraint. Let
and
be respectively the position vectors at time t and t + dt .
intermediate vector computed in the second phase of the algorithm (see figure 2).

is the

Two cases appear:
e.g. fixed position or assigned path constraints,
the region is a point
we simply have
the region is analytically defined: e.g. enforced geometric region or constant volume constraints.
in
(or in
if known) is the normal
In this latter case, the region gradient is used. The gradient
in the position space, we
vector of the constraint region frontier. Knowing the constraint function
has to be

can find the gradient vector in each point of the position space:
differen tiable).
The resulting equation system at time t is:

Hence, we have:

This system has
1 equations and
unknowns (
and
In section 3.4, this idea is explained and illustrated with the example of the constant volume constraint.
3.3 Multiple constraints
If a mass point P is locally and globally constrained, the processing order is:
find the position that verifies the local constraints,
take point P into account in the global constraint resolution, but do not project it on the constraint
function (set its corresponding components in the gradient vector to zero).
If points are over-constrained (locally or globally) priority beween the constraints are defined. The algorithm
first takes higher priority constraints into account, and then iteratively finds the solution that verifies at best
the lower priority constraints (and match the higher priority constraints). If priority levels are the same, a
barycenter is used between positions that verify the constraints. A mixed gradient descent method can also be
used to minimize the error on all the constraints of a same priority level.
3.4 Constant volume
A particular constraint is very useful: the constant volume constraint. It allows to model incompressible
objects (e.g. the abdomen), To apply our algorithm, we first have to find the constraint function
where X is the incompressible object position vector. The constraint equation is :
where V ( X ) is the volume defined by the mass points of the incompressible object, and
the initial
volume. In our model, these mass points define the external contour of the object. Thus, V ( X ) is the object
= 0 is verified at any time step, the volume is kept constant: the object is
discretized volume. If
exactly incompressible. Another global constraint can be handled in the same way : the surface constant
constraint. Like the volume defined by a set of points, the surface is a function of the positions vector X .
The surface gradient vector can easily be deduced and the same method can be applied.
We now successively present the volume computation, the volume conservation method, and a
generalization of our method to any other model.
3.4.1 Volume computation
where

From the divergence formula we find:
the object surface,

a unit vector normal to

and

is the

face defining

its isobarycenter. As explained in section 2.1, the
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object surface is composed of triangle faces
that define

is a triangle). If

and
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are the three mass points

the area is computed as:

Finally
For each face k , we compute its contributing volume
As

(sparse matrices

the vector product, i.e.
where

using the position vector (define in section 2 . 2 ) :

=

are the matrices form of

can be expressed as:

are the vectors that yield respectively

(the coordinates of

).

As there is no topological change during the simulation,
are constant sparse matrices
and vectors. Let
then the volume can be expressed as:

From the object position vector we derive the inside volume. This means that we can compute the region in
the position space where the constraint function
= 0 is satisfied.
3.4.2 Volume conservation
In order to use the constraint projection method, we need to know
the volume function. From the gradient theorem, we finally find:

the gradient vector of
Now, in order to

keep the volume constant, the algorithm described in the previous section is used (see figure 3):
Compute the sum of forces. A vector
is used
to hold all these sums divided by the corresponding
mass of each point.
Loop (while time coherence is not verified)
Compute the new position, without constraints,
Take constant volume constraint into account,
i.e. solve the system:

The solution of this system gives the new position that exactly keeps the volume constant (in one iteration).
As the matrices and vectors
are sparse, our algorithm stores only the non-null
values. This allows us to optimize computing time by solving a third order equation and directly find the
value of
3.4.3 Generalization:
We can also demonstrate that this constraint resolution has a physically-based interpretation. Actually, the
projection vector
is equal (on each vertex) to a vector normal to the object surface. Hence the projection
vector

can be compared to a pressure force. As pressure on an object membrane is linked to the object

volume, our constraint resolution has a physical validity. Notice that, as

(the gradient
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determines the direction of the maximum volume variation: intuitively,

it is also the direction defined by the vectors normal to the surface. In fact, our constraint resolution is

strictly equivalent to a kind of scaling function applied to the object. Each point is moved along a vector
normal to the surface in order to match
Thus, the presented algorithm would still work with any other model, even with non physically-based
modelling (as in FFD, [Rap95]). In order to keep constant the volume of an object, three steps are necessary:
1. compute the normal to the surface on each point,
2. find the correct value of , using the normal vectors instead of the volume gradient vectors,
3. move each point along its normal vector multiply by
Moreover, we can use our formula to give a compressibility property to the objects. Using point
as an ideal point, we can introduce a new force:
This force should be no longer processed as a constraint but as a normal (finite) force. Notice that we can
apply our constant volume constraint only to few points of an object. This allows for definition of local
properties.

4 Conclusion
The proposed physically-based model can easily handle natural object properties: elasticity, motor
functioning and compressibility (see examples in figures 4 to 6). A simple efficient algorithm taking
multiple constraints into account has been described. Local and global constraints can be used. A particular
constraint that is very useful for natural modelling can be handled easily: the constant volume constraint.
Future works will include modelling of rigid parts on objects. This could be done considering a set of mass
points, computing a global force balance on them, and deducing translation and rotation torques. In this way,
the rigid parts of human trunk (spine, pelvis and rib cage) could be modelled. The human respiration system
will also use volume control on an object to model the lungs.
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Figure 4: Two compartmented ball
The volume is kept constant during the
simulation. We put a muscular
contraction force on the right end-ball.
The middle compartment points are fixed.
As the right end-ball contracts, the left
end-ball volume increases proportionally.
When the muscle contraction force is
stopped (at iteration 190), the volume
variation progressively slows down, and
the object finally return to its rest shape
(due to the shape memory force).
The graph bellow shows the evolution of
the three compartment volumes (the
middle
compartment
volume
is
constant and represented in black).
The total volume is kept constant with at
least a 10-12 accuracy.
Average computation time is 0.2s by
iteration (dt = 0.1s) on a DEC Alpha 3000
workstation. The object presented here
has 254 points and 504 facets.
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Figure 5:
Muscle pre-defined
required trajectory

Two local constraints are applied: the top point of the object is nailed in space and the bottom point has to stay on a circular trajectory. The other points can contract towards their
neighbours. The muscle contraction starts at its rest shape (image 1). During the contraction
the bottom point moves along a required circular trajectory (image 2 and 3). When the
contraction stops, the object returns to its rest shape (image 4 and 5). The volume is kept
constant with at least a 10-12 accuracy.

Figure 6: The abdomen-diaphragm set simulation
The top points define the muscular part (modelling the diaphragm),
and the back points are nailed (modelling the spine and the pelvis, on
the left of the image). As muscle points contract (image 1 and 2), the
abdomen slightly moves up (increasing the rib cage volume). When
contraction decreases the object comes back to its rest shape (image 3
and 4). Here again, the volume is kept constant with at least a 10-12
accuracy.

